•Scorebook




Scorebook
 The following scorebook examples are meant as an example only.
 Coaches may prefer different items tracked and/or in a different manner.
Key Definitions
 Goal – A goal is scored when a loose ball passes from the front, completely through the
imaginary plane formed by the rear edges of the goal line, the goal posts and the crossbar of the
goal, regardless of who supplied the impetus.
 Goalkeeper Save – A save is recorded any time the ball is stopped or deflected by the
goalkeeper’s body or crosse in such a manner that had the ball not been stopped or defected it
would have resulted in a goal.
 Assist – Any one direct pass by a player to a teammate who then scores a goal without having
to
dodge or evade an opponent other than the goalkeeper. Only one assist is possible per goal.
 Team Goal – A goal scored by a member of the defensive team on its own goal is a team goal.
 Time of Goal – Time of goal is to be recorded as the time remaining in the quarter. It is the
time “on the clock.”
 Shot – A ball propelled toward the goal by an offensive player either via a pass, a kick or
otherwise physically directed. If the ball ricochets from another player and results in a goal – no
shot is awarded. Any shot at the goal.
 Shot on Goal – On a shot that results in scoring or those saved by the goalie.
 Ground Ball - Any ball not in possession of one team that becomes into possession of that team
while in live-ball play is deemed a ground ball. It may be an intercepted pass, a loose ball on the
ground, a goalie snagged catch. The ball must be obtained under pressure – whereby an
opponent is within five (5) yards of the loose ball. If the player drops the ball on his own volition
and pick it up again, no ground ball is awarded. Contestation is a must.
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•Scorebook

•Enter red sections
•before the game.

•Update blue sections
•during the game.
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•Scorebook

•Fill in Pre-Game Fill in During game
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•Breaking it Down First Step
–



Focus on What’s Important
 Enter rosters




Keep score(Goals and Assists)-who scored, who assisted, time of goal, quarter

Keep penalties
 Who


Duration of penalty

 Type of penalty
 Time penalty occurred
 Quarter



Keep time outs
 Time and quarter

 Then work on...
 Ground balls, Shots, Saves


Face offs

 Start with your team as tallies, then work toward tracking stats to the player, then track both
•teams.
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•Roster and Individual Stats

•Shots on goal. Even if a goal was
made, there was a shot.

•Goals
•ASSIST –on goal scored; assist is
awarded if the pass to the scorer and
the scorer does not dodge or evade
the opponent.

•GROUND BALL – award a ground ball
when there is a change of possession with
control. If player drops ball and an
opponent is within 5 yards, the ball is
considered contested. Should the team
and/or player who dropped the ball and
gained possession, and the ball is
contested, the GB is awarded. Goalies are
awarded GBs upon a clamp or an in-air
snatch. GBs may be in-air interceptions.

•QUARTERS PLAYED – if player participates
in a period, note it with a slash
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•Scorebook
•Bold the line between
quarters.

•Time of score as noted by
Time Keeper

•# of player that scored

•# of player assisted. If no
assist, use dash. --

•Fill in Pre-Game Fill in During game
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•Breaking it Down Goal Scored!
–

 GOAL is SCORED, did you...
 Record goal in scorers box?
 Player #
 Time of goal
 Quarter
 Circle the Player # who scored
 Give player Shot on Goal and Goal in player stat area.


Record assist, if needed.
 Player # with assist in scorers box
 Give player Assist in player stat area

 Change score on scoreboard.
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•Penalty Box
•Penalty

•Length of Penalty

•Quarter

•Time of Penalty

•# of player

•Total the PERSONAL foul minutes for THAT
PLAYER. Once a player accumulates 5
minutes of personal fouls, notify the
official.
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•Time Outs

•Time of time out

•Quarter

•NOTE: There are two timeouts permitted per team per
half. One time out per team per OT period.
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•Breaking it Down – Penalty / Time Out


PENALTY called, did you...
 Record penalty in scorebook.




Penalty duration
Player #
Infraction type

 Quarter
 Time on clock
 Calculate release time.
 Start penalty clock on official’s whistle.
 TIME OUT called, did you...
 Set stopwatch for penalty time.


Record time out for the appropriate team.
 Time on clock
 Quarter
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•Recording Saves
•SAVES – award the goalie a “save” when he prevents a
goal from being scored. Tally by quarter and total.
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•Tracking Team Stats
•Tally GB by Quarter

•EXTRA MAN –“extra man
opportunity” –when team has more
players on the field than the
opponent
•SCORED -tally goals scored
when EMO exists.
•FAILED –tally goals scored
against when opponent has EMO

•Tall shots on goal by
Quarter

•Face Offs
•WON –tally face-offs won. If won, award
player with the possession a GB.
•LOST –tally face-offs lost.

•Clears by Quarter
•CLEARED –tally successful
advancement of ball by offense
into its offensive area
•FAILED –tally failure to advance
the ball.
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•Breaking it Down End of Quarter
–



END OF QUARTER, did you...
 Confirm score with officials.
 Confirm score with opponent’s scorekeeper.


Reset clock.

 Tally stats.


HALF TIME, did you...
 Set clock for 10minutes


Notify officials at 4 minutes left in half.
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•Overall Game Scoring Stats
•Player Number who Scored

•Player Name

•Number of Goals

•Number of Assists

•Total Points
•Goals = 1 pt. Assists = 1 pt.

•Can use tick marks after each goal, or
summarize with numbers at the end
of the game.
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